
 

Q. Why are your projected recreational catch numbers higher than those given to the 

Wildlife Commission by WDFW?  

 

A. It is a matter of record that the 2010 recreational harvest alone has exceeded the 

states projection for the 2011 recreational catch. Catch Targets in regions 1 & 2East were 

exceeded by even higher rates than past years. The target for region 1 of 360,000 pounds 

was exceeded by more than 207,000 pounds 58% for an all time high of 567,428 pounds 

and the region 2East target of 350,000 pounds was exceeded by more than 230,000 

pounds 67% for an all time high of 585,026 pounds. Catch statistics provided by the 

WDFW show an average growth rate in the recreational fishery of 11% over the last three 

years, that combined with another weekend day of harvest which the state admits will be 

equivalent to the existing weekend day which is the highest catch day of the week, we 

anticipate the new catch rate will increase by an additional 25% minimum above and 

beyond the 11% average growth. 

 

Q. Why is your projected impact to the commercial fishery higher than that of the 

WDFW?  441,957 compared to 730,923. 

 

A. The Department used a 2005 through 2009 average of the Commercial fleet 

harvest to reduce the impact to the Commercial fishery.  Our projections come from 

using the 2009 catch number for the Commercial fleet and subtracted the states projected 

commercial catch from that.  The Department was wrong to use a 5 year average when 

the trend for that same time period was steady growth. 

 

Q. What will the financial impact be to the Commercial fishermen? 

 

A. The real amount may well exceed $25,000 to $30,000 per fishermen.  As we have 

areas completely taken away from our fleet, and other areas very limited, it will push all 

of our fishermen into Region 1 and will substantially reduce the amount of crab each 

fisherman can harvest while competing with so much more gear.  The Tribes in Region 1 

will also be impacted severely by the shift of our fleet. 

 

Q. Why will the consumer be affected, can’t the coastal fishery and tribal fisheries 

supply the crab to the restaurants and people who buy crab at the store? 

 

A. There will be less crab available from the Puget Sound and the demand will 

increase the price to consumers.  The Coastal fishery does not operate in Oct, Nov, and 

Dec in Washington State, and importing crab from California and Oregon, which start in 

Dec will increase cost to get it to market.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Q. Why do you claim the recreational fishery will harm the resource? 

 

A. Jan 15, 2010 the State Performance Audit report on Puget Sound Dungeness Crab 

fishing, which was requested by our state Legislature, clearly identifies on Page 1 that 

“Recreational crabber’s high rate of noncompliance with fishery rules and environmental 

and biological factors can threaten the population.”  Page 16 of the same report details the 

violation rate and threat. 

 

 

Q. Why do you say that the recreational catch numbers are inaccurate? 

 

A. Only 50% of the Recreational crabbers report their catch to the state.  Many of the 

crabbers fail to even record their catch, Page 11 of the Audit Report identified that in the 

2007/2008 season that of enforcement contacts with 382 recreational crabbers that 45% 

of them had not recorded their catch.  As for the crabbers who did not turn in their catch 

record cards or report on line a phone survey was conducted to estimate their catch.  

According to WDFW and the Audit Report (page 10) 60% of the people surveyed by 

phone recalled their catch by memory which does not represent real catch numbers. 

 

Q. Why do you think the Wildlife Commissions rule changes are not in the best 

interest of the state to promote more recreational spending and enjoyment of the Puget 

Sound? 

 

A. It is clear to us from WDFW numbers that the recreational fleet and catch is 

growing at a rate that will not leave enough crab for a economically viable and stable 

Commercial fishery, which RCW 77 04 012 calls for.  Furthermore the department 

surveyed the recreational crab fishermen and 61 percent of them supported moving to 4 

crabs per day, including both weekend days, yet the Wildlife Commission has increased 

the fishery by another day and kept the limit at 5 crabs per person per day.  It is of great 

concern that the enforcement budget has been reduced and there is not enough 

enforcement to protect the resource from the violators, Enforcement officers North of 

Everett have been cut from 7 to 4.   

 

Q. WDFW says it is improving education and will reduce non compliance and 

violations, do you think they will? 

 

A. They have been working on those programs for the last five years.  The fishermen 

who are violating the laws are not interested in education, just how many crabs they can 

get their hands on.  The legal recreational fishermen will continue to follow the rules. 

 

Q. Why do you think recreational crabbers should not receive more crab? 

 

A. There is already opportunity to harvest tremendous amounts of crab for the 

recreational crabbers.  A single crab fisherman from Oak Harbor or Everett can already 

harvest 205 crabs per year as shown by the regional chart. 

 



Number of days & opportunity to catch crabs in the 2010 recreational season 
 

 

 

 

Q. The Recreational Representatives claim that their fishery is much more 

economically profitable to the state of Washington.  Do you think they are correct? 

 

A. We think that both recreational and commercial crabbing is economically 

important to the State, and there is opportunity for both.  The commercial fleet provides 

access to the crab for the 97 percent of the state’s population that does not have a boat or 

live by the water.  The economic benefit of crabs in the commercial fishery is a lot of 

jobs created, including crew members, gear distributors, fish distributors, restaurants, 

truck drivers, fuel sales and on and on.  The recreational people going boating will go 

boating whether they catch four crabs or five crabs a day, so the entire argument that 

sports crabbers create economic benefits is ill founded; sports crabbers will still be on 

their boats enjoying Puget Sound, having a good time. We welcome that, they can still 

crab 4 days a week we just believe EVERYONE should have their share.  

 

Marine catch Area Season date range w / 4 

days per week 

Number of 

days open 

Opportunity to catch this 

Number of  Crabs 

6,8-1,8-2,9,10,11 & 

12 

Open July 1-Sept. 6, Wed. 

through Sat. only, but open 

entire Labor Day weekend, 

(Sept. 4-6). 

41 days 205 crab opportunity 

7  South  & 7 East Open July 14-Sept 30, Wed. 

through Sat. only, but open 

entire Labor Day weekend, 

(Sept.4-6). 

46 days 230 crab opportunity 

7 North Open Aug.11-Sept. 30, 

Wed. through Sat. only, 

but open entire Labor Day 

weekend, (Sept. 4-6). 

30 days 150 crab opportunity 

4, 5 and 13 Open June 18-Jan. 2, 7 days 

a week. 

195 days 975 crab opportunity 


